
Task Group October 2016  
Proposed working in task groups:  

Each group to include at least 2 members  

For the groups to look at both terms of reference and project plan and to go away and 
produce an action plan for that task group, which may result in an update to the PP.  

All proposals to be circulated by email to the group prior to the meeting, and proposals to be 
agreed at meetings, unless decision making has been delegated to the task group  

  
Terms of reference  

1  Group building  

Main objectives  

1. To develop our values & vision  

2. to learn to function well as an effective group  

3. to develop ways to build our community  

Deliverables  

1. Group policies on values and visions  

2. Appropriate training  

3. Social events and outreach 

 
Members of task group 1: Al Kd Jo Ju L F S Fel  
Agreed different tasks within Group Building: 
Values and Visions: L, Kd, S, Fel; Jo, Ju – draw up summary V&V and then develop 
policies. 
Social events and outreach: F and L 
Training for group: Al and F  
Group will draw together values and visions from all task groups.  
 
 

2 Legal/Group Constitution  

Main objectives  

1. Agree what constitutes membership  

2. to develop constitution and legal structure of the group  

3. to put in place appropriate finance and accounting procedures  

Deliverables  

1. To agree of group membership criteria  

2. A constitution and legal structure  

3. Financial policies and organisation responsibilities  

4. Yearly audited accounts  

 
Members of task group 2:  
Constitution: Kd, P and A. 
Current group membership:  Fel /Al 
Finance: M S Ju  
Need to discuss more as this group needs more members. 
 

3.Partners & developers  

Main objective  

1. To investigate and evaluate models of mixed tenure  

2. To develop partnerships with housing authorities, developers, financiers, 
architects  

Deliverables  

1. To outline options for working with housing authorities including HCAs, LAs 
and HAs.  

2. To outline options for working with developers  

3. To outline options for working with financiers  

4. To outline options for working with architects  



5. To propose models of mixed tenure within the above  

 

Members of task group 3: Ju; Kd; P; L; S. 
Agreed this needs to be a large group as so many tasks. 
 

 
4. Communications & marketing  

Main objective  

To develop a marketing strategy in order to increase membership and attract funders  
To develop business plans 

 
Deliverables  

1. a marketing strategy  

2. a business plan  

3. to propose funding bids  

4. increased active membership (and link to outreach group 1) 
  
Members of task group 4: S and L2 


